Committee on the Status of Minority Groups in the Economics Profession (CSMGE)

Mentoring, summer training, and fellows program.

EDUCATE Workshop

Expanding Diversity in Undergraduate Classes with Advancements in (the) Teaching of Economics

AEA Membership

Don’t miss …

CTREE 2022

June 1–3, 2022

Chicago, IL | Palmer House Hilton

EconTrack

Job Market Information Board

INITIATIVES for DIVERSITY and INCLUSION

AEASpotlight

Current programs and services

Click in the blocks below to link to further information.
GOOD ECONOMICS CHANGES EVERYTHING.

EconLit is the essential reference tool for economics literature.

AEA Ombudsperson
Confidential guidance for help with discrimination or harassment.

RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS
Features of selected AEA journal articles based on interviews with the authors. Great resource for the classroom.

“Wholesale collusion? Reforms to African agriculture markets didn’t help farmers or consumers as intended.”

CSQIEP
LGBTQ+ newsletter, peer mentoring, and virtual seminars.

CSWEP
Women in Economics
- Mentoring programs
- Career development
- Annual surveys
- Networking
Nominations now being accepted!

2022 AEJ Best Paper Awards
Deadline: February 15

JOE NETWORK
The preferred hiring tool for the economics job market.
• Job openings
• Market updates
• Free webinars

Stay current!
AEAJournals @AEAJournals
@AEInformation @ASSAMeeting

RESOURCES for Economists, Educators, and Students
aeaweb.org/resources

Howard University
AEA 2022 Summer Program
Apply Now!
Join Us in
Shaping The Future
of Economics

Become an AEA member!

EconHarmony
Opens February 1, 2022
Collaborate with peers on a 2023 ASSA session.

Sign up for a monthly EMAIL DIGEST OF ECONOMICS RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS from AEA Journals.

AEARCTREGISTRY
5,300+ randomized controlled trials from 159 countries.

Journals of the American Economic Association

Contact us
www.aeaweb.org